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DINING PARTNERS: BEYOND WEAK TIES

I was first introduced to Rachel Lee Hovnanian’s New Year’s Feast, appropriately enough, at a Beijing dinner  

party hosted just before the holiday. Having just returned to the city after five years away, I was making my way 

back into old friendships and networks, relationships that had been modulated by short visits and telepresence 

in the interim. Contemporary art, like so many social systems today, depends on precisely this breadth and  

variety in qualities of interaction: the discussions that shape our interpretation at art occur at times over cozy 

meals, at times in anonymous bulletin board communities, and at times on social media platforms that distract 

us from real world social situations that might be best avoided.

In her installation, Hovnanian stages a celebratory meal in contrasting red and white, the colors of mirth 

and death. Family members, ranging from young children to elder figures, are represented by vertical tablet 

screens seemingly hovering above every chair. Rather than the chatter of small talk and petty arguments, 

however, we hear only the tinny notification sounds of various digital devices, and the diners spend most of 

their time gazing downward. Here the artist speaks of alienation but also new forms of connection. Mark 

Granovetter has theorized the “strength of weak ties,” a concept that explains how distant social connections 

can often be more productive for the health of the network because they allow for a broader range of branches 

across which messages and requests can be transmitted. For Hovnanian, the question of absence and presence 

is not a binary one.

Over the past decade, the idea of the post-internet has emerged as a persuasive description for the mediated 

milieu in which contemporary art and other forms of cultural production now occur. In this reading, internet 

culture is no longer a novel historical phenomenon, and rather it is the prosaic nature and generic global ubiq-

uity of its modes of transmission that constitute the foundations of creative thinking. While it is often used  

to refer to a particular genre of contemporary art, the post-internet might also be employed as a way of think-

ing the social, a method of reconsidering how agency works in networks that are equally man and machine, 

equally familial and mediated, equally present and alienated.

Of course, the post-internet milieu is not a valid attempt at universal social theory, and it is at its margins 

that it becomes most interesting. Hovnanian’s Feast offers an appropriate and highly situated microcosm of 

what this social world might mean: the family depicted, for instance, would be considered wealthy and middle-

class simply on the basis of their decision to enjoy an intimate holiday meal not cooked at home but rather 

out at a restaurant, and for ordering a rather sumptuous spread at that. In this sense their digital presentations 

make sense, whereas, despite the massive penetration of the mobile internet market in mainland China, the 

servers and market vendors depicted in the artist’s research materials would be far less likely to have ever 

appeared in such high definition.

ROBIN PECKHAM
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This speaks also to traditional Chinese family structures, which are typically gender-normative but quite 

expansive, with three generations often living under one roof and mandatory social visits around major 

holidays like these. Chinese New Year, in particular, is an occasion for cousins and other relatives to meet, 

although this generally takes the form of a very physical social network—actual visits to the residences of 

senior members of the family, where gifts and currency are exchanged. Here, Hovnanian has translated the 

exchange of packets of cash, which flow unidirectionally from older to younger and married to single, into a 

veritable cascade of good fortune hanging over the table. Sculpturally, this presents in stark contrast to the 

white of the tables and chairs, a palette traditionally reserved for mourning, and the visual styles of the digital 

displays, which recall the frontal snapshots of the deceased often placed at funerals.

There is a queering of family dynamics going on here, but it is an open question as to whether this occurs 

at the hand of the artist or naturally through the imposition of vague and mediated social ties over the older, 

more traditional networks of close family relationships. The transposition of death against money, alienated 

communication against physical presence encapsulates a complicated position in terms of how we meet today, 

and yet  the installation reads as a tragedy only partially; somehow, this hollow dance of here and there, beeps 

and pixels seems to be functioning, at least on its own terms.

If a queered family structure might be extended to include not only the traditional parents, children, grand-

parents, aunts and uncles, and cousins but also close friends, life partners, work partners, support networks, 

colleagues, and other positions, the Chinese art world appears as a compelling example of how these dynamics 

work. Art world relationships between all manner of professional roles are maintained through two primary 

channels: person-to-person social media, with WeChat as the current dominant platform, and events, especial-

ly the banquets that follow exhibition openings (as well as, it must be said, the karaoke sessions that invariably 

follow the dinners). The exhibition banquet is a fascinating terrain of analysis: groupings of ten to each table 

tell volumes about hierarchies, social groups, gender dynamics, and the balance of power.

Food, both in Rachel Hovnanian’s Feast and in the feasts that make up this part of the social system of art, 

plays an important role, albeit not necessarily in the ways that one might expect. Rather than bringing people 

together, the food itself appears as something of a distraction, or perhaps an excuse that is always situated at 

the center of the event but maintains only a purely functional role within the social dynamics of the situation. 

For Hovnanian, it goes hyperbolically untouched, save by digital mice who have launched a clandestine attack 

on a ceremonial cake in the corner. Ironically, the artist has gone to great lengths to fabricate plasticine stand-

ins for the typical dishes of the New Year’s table, and yet its beauty, too, serves only to reflect the slight glare  

of the screens surrounding it.
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This banquet is concerned with the consumption of images far more than it is with the digestion of food, 

and yet the juxtaposition of hard currency with luxurious yet untouched dishes cannot go unnoticed. A new 

mode of consumerism, perhaps, this approach seems to assume that the value of sustenance is highest when 

it can be most fully ignored. If it is indeed the case that its value is abstracted into the images that circulate 

around the table and then diverge outwards from it, we might think of this sort of meal as a weak form of ac-

celerationism, a vortex opened up within the workings of capitalism that swallows family life, gustatory cul-

ture, and tradition all at once, spitting back out images, currency, and new networked relations instead.

But perhaps this gives too much play to the cynicism that inevitably arises when alienation is raised as 

an artistic question, particularly when broader generational and cultural questions are at stake, as is the case 

here. Hovnanian speaks of narcissism: her interlocutors are isolated, reduced to a primped head-and-shoulders 

shot, and their absorption in worlds not of the here and now is indisputable. I suspect, however, that they are 

equally as engaged in a different form of conviviality, and that their engagement with networks beyond that of 

their own flesh-and-blood may, in fact, enrich their experience at the table—if they manage to beat the mice to 

any part of it at all. As a tool of analysis, the post-internet is not inherently anti-social, and indeed endeavors 

to describe networks like these in a way more sympathetic than something like traditional family dynamics 

might be able to do. After all, is there anything less narcissistic than sheer and utter absorption into something 

outside oneself?

Although the figures at play in New Year’s Feast exist solely in the digital ether, the framed nature of their 

appearance calls attention to the firm materialism that underpins their presence within the installation—not 

the presence of the flesh, but rather its simulation via the rectangular approximations of modernist pictorial 

representation. Their digital technology—their devices—is intriguingly absent, as if they have been adopted 

into the very being of social networking without any further physical mediation. Oddly, it is the diligent mice 

working away in the corner that drive home the materiality of the digital world, their semi-translucent forms 

doing visible damage to the fuel of the cake.

Perhaps the core question of Hovnanian’s installation is not, after all, as simple as one of alienation and  

inattention. The artist approaches something much more complex, a problem tied up with issues of the bound-

ary between degradation and change. In both cultural space and physical, in terms of digital networks and  

familial, destruction can play a creative role, and dead weight can be eliminated by productively linking these 

systems together. Ultimately, we are left with an indistinguishable mass of excess and necessity, and both 

terms are vying aggressively for our attention.
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Synthetic food created by artist
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Chinese New Years, the most important celebration in the Chinese calendar, is rich in ritual and 

symbolism. This ancient custom is a time when family members of all generations gather, cleanse 

the home of bad luck and invite in good fortune. The family sweeps out the old, the inauspicious 

and bad fortune to make way for a new, more fruitful and prosperous year. Fireworks are employed 

to ward off evil spirits and bad fortune. Traditionally, the family “bribes” ancestors as well as the 

Kitchen God with incense and food on their altar to ensure they give a good report to the Heavens.  

They even smear a likeness of the Kitchen God’s mouth with honey so he only has sweet things  

to say about them.  

On Chinese New Year’s Eve, the family gathers to reunion and enjoy an elaborate feast of  deli-

cious food, rich in nutrition and symbolism. It is a lively time of toasts and celebration, enjoyed by 

all.  Yet food, rituals and objects all are infused with meaning: The table’s round shape symbolizes 

heaven; The number of guests—eight—symbolizes wealth and the perfection of the I Ching’s eight 

trigrams. Red lucky money envelopes holding newly minted money are given to employees and 

younger family members.  In return, the young honor the elders, wishing them happiness, health 

and good luck in the New Year. The words “Gung Hsi Fat Tsai” (恭喜发财, translated “congratula-

tions, make money”) are uttered back in forth.

So much of Chinese culture is a language of symbols. For instance, food in the Chinese New 

Years represents human hopes and aspirations. When we eat food, we are literally absorbing its 

blessings. In the installation the food is all but ignored. Below, a glossary of Chinese food is pro-

vided as a translation aid to understanding the significance of the ingredients that make a Chinese 

New Year’s Feast. 

–Dumplings represent togetherness and are said to resemble Chinese gold and silver ingots.

–Fish symbolizes prosperity and surplus. Traditionally, the family leaves some fish on the  

 platter to in hopes of over-abundance in the coming year. (Bones should not be broken as they  

 symbolize bad luck.)

–Greens, such as snow peas stand for unity and close family ties.

–Noodles are served long and uncut to symbolize longevity.

–Peking Duck represents fertility.

–Oranges symbolize good fortune and wealth.

–Red Dragon Cake, while not an ancient tradition, stands for prosperity and good luck.

The scene Rachel creates could be any family anywhere. She imbues a Chinese sensibility to her 

haunting message of our daily struggles with cold allure of smart phones and the like and our  

subsequent loss of human interaction and warmth.

Chinese Symbolism and Ritual in Translation

SARAH ROSSBACH FLEMING
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New Year’s Feast: Beijing 2014

Dining table and sideboard set with synthetic food created by artist (rubber, 

silicone, polymer clay, acrylic paint, resin, paper, nylon, plaster, sponge), with 

chairs, Chinese New Year envelopes and eight individual video monitors  

depicting Mother, Father, Uncle, Daughter, Son, Nephew, Neighbor and Friend

Dimensions variable specific to space
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